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A UK based, leading provider of mCommerce solutions
Enabling clients to address the consumer’s desire to
use smartphones to enhance their shopping
experience
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Company Snapshot
Benefits for Retailers
•

A UK based, leading provider of mCommerce solutions established in 2009 which enables clients
to address the consumer’s desire to use smartphones to enhance their shopping experience

•

The Company’s flagship Ignite platform is proven to be significantly more effective in driving
retail sales than existing promotional methods:
•
•

An innovative and adaptable next generation contextual marketing platform being
deployed in the retail, transport and food & beverage sectors across Europe
Increased usage of smartphones globally providing opportunity for retailers to add value
to consumers through reduced wait-times, the provision of information or the notification
of money-saving offers

•

Flexible offering to suit retailer’s needs – i.e. mobile payments technology can be used as a stand
alone solution

•

Generates revenues through transaction, development and licence fees from clients

•

An established blue chip client base including HS1, Jamie Oliver’s Restaurants, Orderella,
Zabardast, and a FTSE 100 property company and owner of shopping centres

•

High growth sector with volumes of sales through mobile devices increasing dramatically in the
coming years

•

Differentiates itself from its peers through its white label, non-proprietary VAS platform, its focus
on merchants and its integrated marketing and payments platform, Ignite

White Label

More Customers

More Transactions
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Bigger Basket Size

Reduced Costs

Growing mCommerce Market
“Mobile payments on their own are not sufficient to drive consumer adoption but the
value bundle – payments together with incentives and offers – has a higher chance of
persuading consumers to change their behaviour.”*
Increasing
ownership of
mobile devices

Increasing use
of mobiles as a
point of sales
device

Increasing
digital uptake
by shoppers

•

The number of mobile subscriptions globally will grow to 7 billion by the end of
2014 (The International Telecommunication Union - May 2014)

•

90% of adult smartphone users are within close proximity to their phones at all
times (Morgan Stanley)

•

Visa forecasts that 50% of payments globally will be made through smartphones
by 2020

•

Global sales via mobile devices are forecast to increase to US$721 billion by
2017 – in 2013 the market was valued at US$235.4 billion

•

UK sales via tablets are forecast to quadruple over the next four years, valuing
the market at £1.7 billion by 2017

•

Digital currently impacts 36 percent ($1.1 trillion) of in-store retail sales

•

Customers use their mobile phones to compare in-‐store and online prices,
consult on trusted opinions and to search further product information online
(read reviews and compare ratings)

60% of the UK & American smartphone owners surveyed by Latitude said they are spurred to
shop or make a purchase at least once a week because they have received a mobile alert
* Advanced Payment Report in 2012
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Ignite Explained
2
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During a traditionally quiet
period in-store, the manager of
a participating coffee shop
creates an offer using Ignite to
drive custom

The offer, highlighting eg 30%
off any coffee, is delivered to
customers using the whitelabelled App, by way of a pop
up on their smartphone

Easy to Use Back End

Engagement with Consumer
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On receipt of the pop-up the
customer can view, order and
pay for the coffee and find their
fastest route to the coffee
outlet – further products can
also be added to their order

On arrival at the outlet, the
coffee order has already been
processed and the product
made, enabling the customer to
Q-bust

Increased Volumes

Customer Satisfaction

Reduced wait
times

Provision
of
information

Notification
of money
saving offers
Participating coffee shop

The sophisticated technology means that the customer is only pushed relevant promotions
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Delivering a Market-Leading Solution
Ignite is proven to be 40x more effective than traditional methods of mobile advertising, helping
merchants generate more customers, transactions and bigger basket sizes
•

Ignite is an innovative and
adaptable
next
generation
contextual marketing platform
and payments proposition for the
global retail sector

•

As well as facilitating mobile
payments, Ignite allows retail and
catering outlets to drive business
into their shops through targeted
and customised messages to the
potential
customer’s
phone
outlining promotional offers and
vouchers

•

Technology partner, Match2Blue,
provides
the
marketing
technology element of Ignite
platform – 50% revenue share
agreement

•

Ideal for shopping centres, high
streets, travel hubs and ‘deal of
the day’ companies looking to
add value to customers

•

Consumer focussed to maximise
take-up of app and maximise
value to retailers.

Research has found that customer alerts work best when they are location based and related to a
product or service the consumer has professed an interest in*
*Latitude, What Shoppers Want: Study Investigates Opportunities for Mobile--Enhanced Retail, December 2012.
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Providing Valuable Analytics to Clients
•

•
1

Ignite provides retailers with valuable information regarding their customers’ behaviour which can be used
to understand customers and better refine current or future promotion campaigns to strengthen sales going
forward:
1.

Message Optimisation Insights – shows the combination of attributes that delivered greatest
engagement on recent promotions

2.

Tracking End-to-End Conversion – shows the end-to-end relationship between promotions sent vs
redemptions

3.

Profiling Click Rates – highlights activity by gender, phone operating system and age distribution

The ability to gain real-time information on customers is the real game-changer for retailers
2
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Existing Ignite Clients
Since launching Ignite in Q2 2014, Ignite has won the following clients:

St Pancras International is a central London railway terminal,
home of the Eurostar and 59 shops, restaurants and bars serving
48 million visitors per annum.

Hammerson is a leading European property company with a
focus on the regeneration and operation of high quality
shopping and leisure destinations across the UK.

Traditionally, client retention rates in the mCommerce sector are high
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Paythru Provides a Flexible Offering
Individual elements of Ignite can be delivered to clients, providing
multiple revenue streams to Paythru
• Paythru provides a payment platform that turns the consumer’s mobile
device into a personal, POS payment device
• Its agile, scalable payment infrastructure enables the clients to process:
• Cards
• Vouchers, coupons
• Bank transfers and local payment types
• Cash
• Wallets
• PCI compliance
• Paythru is compliant to the highest industry standard, PCI DSS Level 1,
enabling ‘one click’ checkout and complete security of personal details.
Paythru were the first mobile payment company to receive this
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Revenue Stream
• Paythru’s generates revenues through:
• Licence fees
• Customisation of white label product
• Click fees per offer read

• Redemption fee per offer redeemed.
• Payment fees for each transaction (of transaction value or flat rate)
• Advertising revenue from brand and virtual tenants
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Market Positioning
MOBILE
BANKING/MONEY
TRANSFER Conduct

MOBILE
GENERATED
COMMERCE

transactions on a mobile
device

Payments &
shopping on a
mobile

MOBILE
MARKETING
Promotional
activity on the
mobile

M-POS
= white label

Use of
phone/tablet as
POS substitute

A white label mobile app can be customised
to meet the needs and requirements of a
company based on already developed and
tested features as well as a proven app
structure. More importantly, the merchant
remains in control of the customer
relationship and data.
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Promoting Ignite and Mobile Payment Services
•

Paythru has a range of high quality partners which introduce new business across the sectors and
geographies in line with the sales and marketing plan

•

Paythru will continue to utilise and add to these relationships to increase market share and global presence as
well as developing direct sales opportunities where appropriate

•

Our proven relationship process in acquiring Tier 1 customers significantly:
•

Lowers the Cost of Acquisition of a new client and creates a barrier to entry to our competitors
Partner

Sector/ Expertise

Solution

Type of Agreement

Leading specialist firm of
retail strategy consultants

Ignite and mobile payments

30% revenue share

International leader for onstreet parking management
solutions and Pay & Display
systems

Mobile payments

●% revenue share

App which enables disabled
people to request
assistance directly on their
smartphone from
participating service
providers

Mobile payments

●% revenue share

Paythru South Africa

Ignite and payments

50% revenue share

Acquiring a processing
payment partner

Ignite and payments

•% revenue share
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Geographic Presence and Growth Prospects
Scalable Technology: Existing presence in Europe and SA provides strong base for expansion in these countries & beyond

Existing presence

Target markets
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Strategy
Vision to become a leader in the mobile commerce sector with a year end 2014 AIM
listing or private placing planned to fuel growth

Focussed on closing its “blue chip” pipeline of Ignite prospects,
generating critical mass across a Tier 1/ Tier 2 retail base both in the
UK, Europe and South Africa, where the Company already has a
presence

Expand partnership network across emerging technology sectors
of authentication, including biometrics, real time multi factor
verification and next generation fraud

Plans to review UK and EU opportunities to build transactional "data”
such as online PSPs, consultancy and data owners
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Growth over
the next 3
years will be
delivered
through a
blend of
organic
progress and
M&A

Financials and Key Sales Pipeline
Profit and Loss
Year Ending 30 April

2014
Forecast
£’000

2015
Forecast
£’000

220

824

Growth

53%

275%

Cost of Revenue

360

498

(140)

326

-63.6%

39.6%

1628

1670

(1768)

(1344)

-803.9%

-163.1%

Revenue

Gross Profit/ (Loss)
Gross Margin
Overheads
Operating Profit/ (Loss)
Operating Margin
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Experienced Management Team
Keith Brown
Managing Director

Founder of Paythru, having previously ran one of the UK's leading database and direct marketing companies
in the Financial Services sector, KBA Marketing, which he also founded. Prior to this he set up the financial
services arm of Grattan and Next group in the late 1980's after having senior Corporate Development roles
at Target Life over a 3 year period when the business was substantially reengineered and then sold by its
private equity backers to TSB for £230m.

Paul Fullagar
Chairman

Paul is a serial entrepreneur who has had over 23 years in the software industry after an early successful
career in the City and International Shipping. He was chairman and principal shareholder of Staffware plc
which he built up over 12 years, during which it became the leading international business process software
company which was successfully sold to TIBCO. In addition he chaired Financial Objects plc, a banking
software company, which he successfully sold to Temenos, and is currently chairman of Brady plc, a
software company specialising in commodity trading.

Rupert Potter
Operations Director

Has held a variety of management positions both within IT suppliers and the IT departments of large
corporates. His broad management experience includes building and selling two start-ups (£22m and £3m
revenue); managing 6 acquisitions (sale, due diligence and integration from both buy side and sell side);
managing a multinational delivery team of 240 staff; and sale and delivery of large outsourcing contracts.

Vicki Robbins
Director of Sales

Joined Paythru in 2009 after working as Account Director at KBA Marketing for 10 years. After starting her
career in marketing, Vicki progressed to KBA in an account and project management role and went on to
lead a team of 6. Vicki’s skills in account development and building partner relationships have seamlessly
transferred to her role within Paythru. Vicki is qualified in Business and Marketing.

John Shackleton
Non-Executive Director

Specialises in taking multimillion dollar companies and turning them into billion dollar companies. As CEO
and President of OpenText he grew the company revenues from $60 million to $1.2 billion and increased
the share price from $6 to over $60. John also made a significant contribution during his tenure as Vice
President of Professional Services for the Central U.S. and South America at Sybase Inc. In addition to his
roles at OpenText and Sybase Inc, John was Vice President of Professional Services at Oracle, President of
the Platinum Solutions Division of Platinum Technologies from July 1996 to July 1998, Vice President of
Worldwide Consulting at View Star Corporation and during the last 5 years served as director of BioWisdom
Ltd.

Mark Campion
Non-Executive Director

Joined Campion Willcocks & Associates Ltd in 1988 eventually taking over as Managing Director and
assuming overall responsibility for the business in 1994. Today he works at senior executive and board
level, managing relationships and helping clients to identify, understand and address the change
management issues they face. Mark is an original investor in the US based NYLO Hotel chain. He is also an
investor and adviser to both Paythru and Active Navigation, an intelligent data archive software business.
Mark is Vice Chairman of Fields in Trust (FTF), a FRIEND of the Mary Rose Trust and has recently joined the
Advisory Board of Imagine Sports Limited.

June Klein
Non-Executive Director

Specialises in UK-US enterprise development, has strong understanding of global, marketing, software and
FinTech sectors and New York City business launches. As CEO of Technology Marketing Ventures, Inc., she
helps clients prosper from changing competitive landscapes by executing strategies that solve customer
pain-points in mobile payments and behavioral marketing. She also creates Electronic-BoardroomTMVi®
Solutions in networks, education, database, television, consultancy and newsletters. Previously, she held
executive positions at JPMorganChase, Citigroup, Merrill Lynch, Federal Reserve, IBM and Wang Labs.
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Investment Case
Established &
Revenue Generative
Market

Compelling Retail
Solutions

Established as a leader in mCommerce space since 2009 inception
•
•

Development underpinned by rapidly growing mCommerce market
•

Customers

Directors

Ownership of smart phones continues to rise - Consumer spending through mobiles is
rapidly taking a significant share of global retail sales

Proven to drive sales, increase basket size & deliver customer satisfaction
•

•

Growth &
Value

Experience & network: exposure to diverse geographies and clients which can be built on
Revenue generative: revenues derived through multiple solutions offered to retailers

Ignite combines mobile payments with incentives and offers which can be managed easily
by retailers - proven to be an effective way to drive sales and gaining information on
customers at relatively low costs
White labelled & bespoke solutions reduce wait-times and add value to customers

Expanding client base and geographic reach, providing ample news flow
•

•

Effective partnerships with influential sector participants has provided a strong pipeline of
new business across blue chip companies looking to participate in mCommerce revolution
Scalable and remote nature of technology facilitates entry into foreign geographic markets

Blue chip client base and household names
•
•

Trusted by leading retailers and retail centres to deliver commercial and effective solutions
Solid customer base from which to build

Proven success on an industry and PLC level
•

Board has strong understanding of marketing and software sectors through previous
businesses
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